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Abstract 
Koutny. M.. Adequacy-preserving transformations of COSY path programs, Theoretical Computer 
Science 94 (I 992) 141- 158. 
Here we investigate a transformation of COSY path programs, which can be regarded as a refinment 
of a single event in one path program Q, using the specifications of the paths of another path 
program P. Such a transformation, called insertion, closely corresponds to refining an atomic action 
into several more elementary actions. In general, the path program resulting from the insertion of 
P into Q has behavioural properties quite different from those of P and Q. Therefore, in order to be 
able to use insertions as a verification tool, it is necessary to develop a set of rules which would 
guarantee the preservation of various dynamic properties through the insertion. One of such 
properties is adequacy, which captures the absence of partial deadlocks in a system. In this paper we 
present some sufficient conditions for adequacy-preserving insertion. Also, we fully characterise the 
set of all those programs P for which insertion is always adequacy-preserving. 
1. Introduction 
The verification of the behavioural properties of concurrent systems is usually 
a difficult and complex task, and a number of techniques has been developed to make 
this task easier (see [l, 3,10,13]). In this paper we investigate a technique which has 
been proposed as a means for verification of COSY path programs [8]. In [l l] 
Shields introduced a transformation (here called insertion) of path programs, which 
can be regarded as a refinment of a single event w in one path program Q, using the 
specifications of the paths of another path program P, yielding a new path program, 
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denoted as P -+ o Q. Such a transformation closely corresponds to refining an atomic 
action into several more elementary actions which is a common technique in the 
development of concurrent programs [2,7]. 
In this paper we discuss the conditions under which insertion is an adequacy- 
preserving operation, where adequacy is a property which captures the absence of 
partial deadlocks in a system. More precisely, we ask what conditions must be 
satisfied by P and Q in order that (Q is adequate) if and only if (P +O Q is adequate). 
The study of adequacy-preserving insertions was initiated by Shields [ 1 l] and was 
then continued in [4,5,6]. In this paper we first recall the basic result of [l l] and 
present its possible generalisation. This gives us sufficient conditions for adequacy- 
preserving insertion, which we then use to obtain a characterisation of universally 
smooth path programs, i.e. programs P for which the insertion is always adequacy- 
preserving. 
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section we present a brief introduction 
to the basic COSY notation. In the third section we give sufficient conditions for 
adequacy-preserving insertion ~ a basic result from the point of view of the subsequent 
development. In the fourth section we provide a full characterisation of universally 
smooth path programs. 
2. A brief introduction to basic COSY notation 
COSY (Concurrent Systems) is a formalism intended to simplify the study of 
synchronous aspects of concurrent systems by abstracting from all aspects of systems 
except those which have to do with synchronization. A basic COSY path program 
P=41 . ..C#l” is a finite sequence of paths pi, each path being a regular expression 
enclosed between path and end parentheses, e.g. 
P=patb a;b,c end 
path (d;e)*; b end 
In such path expressions the semicolon denotes sequence (concatenation), and the 
comma denotes mutually exclusive choice. The comma binds more tightly than 
semicolon and, thus, the expression a;b,c means “first event a must occur, after that 
either event b must occur, or event c must occur”. In the standard notation for regular 
expressions a; b,c could be expressed by a( b u c). An expression may be enclosed in 
conventional parentheses, and if the Kleene star is appended this means that the 
enclosed expression may be repeated zero or more times. The entire expression 
enclosed between path and end is implicitly “starred”. A formal description of the 
COSY syntax may be found in [S, 9,1 I]. 
The semantics of path programs can be defined in terms of vectors of strings, which 
is an approach introduced in [1 11. 
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With each path 4 is associated its set of events, denoted as Eu(~), which is the set 
of all symbols constituting the regular expression enclosed between path and end; 
and its set of cycles, denoted as Cyc(#), which is the regular language generated 
by this expression. For example, if ~$=path a;b,cend then Eu(~)= (a,b,c} and 
Cyc(+) = {ab,ac}. The set of jring sequences of 4, denoted as FS(4), is the set of all 
prefixes of the strings of Cyc(d)*. The set of firing sequences models the sequential 
behaviour of a subsystem represented by the path. Note that for the definition of 
P’S($) the expression enclosed between path and end is taken with an implicitly 
appended Kleene star since 4 is meant to represent a cyclic subsystem. To model the 
nonsequential behaviour of a program P = #r +,, we will employ partial orders of 
event occurrences represented by vectors of strings. A vector of strings [u, . . . , v,,] will 
be a possible history of P if each Vi is a possible history (firing sequence) of path pi, and 
if the ui’s agree about the number and order of occurrences of events shared by the 
paths. 
Let Eup = Uisn Ec(~i). For every L’E Evp*, u is the vector of strings [vI, . . . , on], where 
each ui is obtained from u by deleting events not belonging to EU(~i). The concatena- 
tion of two vectors of strings w=[w,, . . . . w,] and u= [t’r , . . . . II”], denoted as WV, 
is the vector [wrc’r,..., w, v,]. For example, if P = path a; c end path b;c end then 
abca = baca = [acu, bc]. 
Let Veu, = {a : UE Eu,}. The set of all possible histories (or vector firing sequences) of 
P, denoted as VFSP, is defined as (FS(4,) x ... x FS(&,))n VeuP*. 
A number of results has been obtained concerning both the theory and application 
of the vector firing sequence semantics. A review of most of these results can be found 
in [8]. A general theory of vector firing sequences was developed in [12]. 
Notation 2.1. Let P be a path program, DEE+* and P’G Vevp*. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
IPl is the number of paths constituting P. 
P<i> is the ith path constituting P. 
VC~C~=(C~C(P~~,)X ... x Cyc(Pclpl,))n Vevp* (note that VCycpz VFSp). 
For every event a, #.(u)= #,(v) is the number of occurrences of a within u. 
Ev(u)={u: #Ju)> I}. 
Eu(V)=U W,E,, Eu(w) and Pref( V)= {WE Veop*: W?E V for some ?E Vevp*}. 
u is a prefix of a vector w, denoted as UG w, if uEPref( {WI). 
V is a prejx of WS Veap*, denoted as V< W, if VC Pref( W). 
A sequence of strings p=(rr, . . . . ok), k>O, is a P(i)-decomposition of v if 
(a) v = ul.. uk (if k = 0 then 0,. . .uk = E, where E denotes the empty string). 
(b) c’ Ir ...tUk-lECyC(P<i)). 
(C) U,ECq’C(P<i,) or vk is a nonempty prefix of a string of CyC(P(i,). 
Furthermore, if k=O or a,ECyc(P<i)) then p is proper. 
(10) A sequence of vectors v=(ul, . . , uk), k > 0, is a P-decomposition of u if 
(a) u=ul...uk (if k=O then uI...uk=c). 
(b) Ul)...) u,_,EVCYC,. 
(c) UkE VCycp or rkEPref( vCq’cp)- (&}. 
Furthermore, if k=O or r&E VCyc, then \’ is proper. 
In this paper we focus on an important dynamic property of path programs called 
adequacy. We say that a path program P is adequate if for every UE VFSp there is 
WE veup* such that UWE VFSp and Eu(Iv)=Eu,. 
Adequacy is a property capturing the absence of partial deadlocks in the system 
represented by path program, and roughly corresponds to the concept of liveness for 
Petri nets [13]. In an adequate path program no operation ever becomes “dead”, i.e. 
incapable of ever occurring again without infringing the constraints expressed by the 
paths. An example of an adequate program is shown below. 
P=path a;b*;c end 
path c;h end 
The adequacy of P follows from VFSp= Pwf( {a} {cab}*). 
Adequacy is a strengthening of the notion of freedom from deadlock. We say that 
a path program P is deadlockjhee if for every UE VFSp there is WE Vecp* such that 
UWE VFSp and Er(w) #8. Clearly, each adequate path program is deadlock-free. To 
show that the reverse implication does not hold, we consider the following path 
program. 
P=path u,(b;c) end 
path a,(~$) end 
We have VFSp= {a}*. Hence, P is a deadlock-free but not adequate path program. 
Finally, for every vector p = [ p1 , . , p,], we denote by p Ii its ith coordinate pi. The 
u (bold) notation may be ambiguous if, for instance, ~e(Eu~nEc~)*. All such ambi- 
guities will be resolved by the context. 
3. Insertion of path programs 
The transformation of path programs considered in this paper can be described in 
the following way. 
WehaveapathprogramQ=Q,...Q,Q,+,... Qm which uses an event w. We assume 
that o appears in Qr, . . . . Q,, and does not appear in Q,,+r, . . . . Qm. Note that such an 
assumption does not lead to loss of generality since one can easily show that whether 
Q is adequate does not depend on the order of the Qi’s. 
We also have n substitutions w+-e.xpri (i = 1, , n), where each rxpri is a regular 
expression written in the COSY syntax. Each substitution wtexpr, represents the 
intended refinment of event (0 within path Qi. The transformation is carried out in 
a single step by simultaneously substituting expri for every occurrence of LCI within 
Qi (i=l, . . ..n). 
Let Q’ be the path program obtained from Q as a result of the transformation. We 
are interested in the question: under which conditions we may conclude that Q’ is 
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adequate if and only if Q is adequate. The applicability of such a result is clear: if one 
may show that a path program Q is obtainable from a path program R via a sequence 
of adequacy-preserving transformations (different transformation in this sequence 
would, of course, use different o’s), the verification of the adequacy of program Q can 
be reduced to the verification of the adequacy of (usually much simpler) program R. 
Whether the transformation is adequacy-preserving depends on the relationships 
between the expressions e.upri (i= 1, . , n). It turns out that the analysis of these 
relationships becomes much simpler if we consider a path program 
P= path expr, end 
path e.upr2 end 
path expr, end 
since the relationships between the expressions expr, can be expressed in terms of the 
properties of path program P. 
Having introduced path program P, we may now look at the transformation of 
Q into Q’ as a refinment operation involving two path programs P and Q and an event 
o. We call such a transformation an insertion of P into Q and denote Q’ by P +w Q or 
P-+Q. Intuitively, we may say that P +w Q describes a refinment of a single event w in 
path program Q using the paths of another path program P. 
One might define insertion using the same substitution cotexpr for all the occur- 
rences of w within path program Q. However, the applicability of such a transforma- 
tion would be rather limited. For instance, it is often the case that although an 
operation can be represented on a given level of abstraction by a single event w, it 
is in fact implemented in different subsystems in different ways using lower-level 
operations. 
In this section we present conditions under which insertion is an adequacy- 
preserving transformation, i.e. the adequacy of Q implies adequacy of P-Q, and vice 
versa. We start by introducing some basic definitions, and then derive a general result 
providing sufficient conditions for adequacy-preserving insertions. 
Let I7 be the set of all programs P and let A be the set of all programs Q such that 
(a) Eu,EE and Ec,cS2. 
@I n=IPI4Ql. 
(C) wEni<,Ec(Q<i>) and w$‘Ji>,EL’(Q<i>L 
where E and 51 are two fixed disjoint sets of events and n 3 2 is a fixed integer. We use 
‘4,&C, . . . to denote the events of E, and a, h, c, . . to denote the events of 52 other 
than w. 
Definition 3.1. For PeJ7 and QEA, let P+Q denote the program P+Q= 
R~...R,Q(.+,,...Q(IQI, such that each path Ri is derived from Q~i) by substituting the 
regular expression of Phi, enclosed in parentheses for every occurrence of w. 
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Consider the following two path programs: 
P, =path A;B end 
path A;C end 
Q1 = path (w,a);h;(w,u) end 
path a;b;(o,a) end 
After inserting P, into Q1 we obtain 
P1+Ql =path ((A;B),a);b;((A;B),a) end 
path a$;( (A;C),a) end 
The above is an example of adequacy-preserving insertion (both Q1 and PI +Q1 are 
adequate programs). The situation changes if instead of P, we take 
P, =path B;A end 
path C;A end 
since P,+Q, is not even deadlock-free (e.g. B leads to a deadlock). 
Definition 3.2. (1) For every IVE Ec,,~*, ml,, is the string obtained from w by deleting 
events not belonging to E. 
(2) For every u= [u,, . , ulal]~ V~L~,,~*. ulp is the vector [u, lP, . , z&l. 
We remark that ulP can be regarded as a projection of the vector II onto P. 
Proposition 3.3. I/ez~~_~* JpG Vet?,* and W’SP+QIP G WSP. 
Proof. Elementary; e.g. by induction on the length of a vector of strings I(w), defined in 
a standard way by I(M)= 1 +I(w). 0 
The next result is a simple characterisation of firing sequences of P+Q in terms of 
firing sequences of P and Q. 
Proposition 3.4. A string WE Ev~,~* is a jiring sequence of ( P+Q),i,, i < n, if and only 
if there is a sequence of strings (tl, . . . . tk,vlr . . . . vkfl), k30, such that 
(a) u~w...v~wv~+, is a firing sequence of QCi) such that #~(v~...~~+~)=O. 
(b) (t1, ...> tk) is a PC,,-decomposition of ~11 p, and if vk+ 1 #E then (tl , . . . , tk) is proper. 
(c) w=v,t,...vJJ~v~+l. 
Proof. Follows directly from the definition of P+Q. 0 
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To formulate the main result of [l l] and, subsequently, its generalisation, we need 
a definition of the set, denoted as CVPS,,,, of those vector firing sequences of 
program P+Q which can be derived from vector firing sequences of program Q by 
replacing every occurrence of the vector w by a “cyclic” vector firing sequence of 
program P, i.e. one belonging to VCycp. 
Definition 3.5. A chopping of w~Vev~_~* is a sequence of vectors 
(t1, . . ..fk. ul, . ..) uk+l), k>O, such that 
(a) UiW...“@Uk+ 1 is a history of Q. 
(b) (ti, . . . , fk) is a P-decomposition of w Ip. 
(c) w=~it,...~‘$,$k+~. 
Definition 3.6. For every vector WE Veop,a*, WI, is the set of all histories UE VFS, for 
which there is at least one chopping (tl, . . . . tkrul, . . . . ukfl) of w such that 
U=U1W...VkWUk+l and (cl,..., fk) is a proper P-decomposition of wlp. Let CVFS,,, 
denote the set of all vectors WE Veup_Q* such that wl,#O. 
It turns out that CVFS,,, is a subset of VP’S,,,. We remark that wIQ may contain 
infinitely many elements, e.g. if EE VCycp and {w}* c VFS, then card(elo)=co. 
Proposition 3.7 (Shields [ll]). CVFS,,,c VFS,,, 
Proof. Follows directly from Proposition 3.4. 0 
Proposition 3.8 (Substitution lemma of [ll]). Let PEIZ and QEA. If P is adequate, 
VFS p_e=Pref(CVFS,,,) and VFS,=Pref( VCyc,*) then (Q is adequate)-(P-Q is 
adequate). 
The restriction imposed on P in the substitution lemma can be slightly relaxed. 
Lemma 3.9. Let PEIZ and QEA. If VFS,,Q= Pref(CVFS,,,) and Eu( VCycp) = Eu, 
then (Q is adequate)-(P-Q is adequate). 
The first condition requires essentially that the histories of P+Q be histories of 
Q with all the o’s being replaced by some cyclic histories of P. This results in the 
adequacy of P+Q w.r.t. the events originating from Q, and also guarantees that after 
any history of P-Q we can eventually execute an arbitrary cyclic history of P. The 
latter property together with the second condition ensures the adequacy of P+Q w.r.t. 
events originating from P. 
Proof of Lemma 3.9. By VFS p_Q=Pref(CVFS,,,) it suffices to show that if 
wKVPS,,o then there is WZECVFS~,~ with Eu(z)=Eu~,o. Let u and 
(t I, . . ..tk.Ul, ..., uk + 1) be as in Definition 3.6. Furthermore, let x1, . . . , xl be any vectors 
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of VCyc, such that EL),= Eu(x,. ..xl). (Such vectors can be found since 
Ev( VCyc,,) = Evp and Ev, is finite.) By the adequacy of Q, there is 
u~w...u~ou~+~u~w...u,wu,+,EVFS~ such that Ev(~~u~...u,,,+~)=Ev~-{~} and 
m 2 1. 
Let u=u~~~,..u~~~u~+~u~x~...u,x,u,+~, where x~=x~+~=“.=x,,,. We have 
u= WZECVFS~,~ and Ev(z)= Ev,,~, which completes the proof. 0 
The implications in Proposition 3.8 und Lemma 3.9 cannot be reversed. To show this 
we consider the following path programs. 
P,=path A* end 
path A* end 
Q3 = path (w;o;a),(tu;c;a;b) end 
path (w;w;b),(o;c;a;b) end 
P,-+Q,=path ((A*);(A*);u),((A*);c;a;b) end 
path ((A * );(A *)$),((A *kc;&) end 
Although P3 and Q3 satisfy all the conditions in Proposition 3.8 and Lemma 3.9, 
P3+Q3 is not an adequacy-preserving insertion. For P3+Q3 is an adequate program 
whereas Q3 is not (e.g. wo leads to a deadlock). 
The fact that we cannot reverse the implications in Proposition 3.8 and Lemma 3.9 
has rather unpleasant implications. For instance, if path program Q is obtainable from 
path program R via a sequence of adequacy-preserving transformations then we are 
able to answer the question whether Q is adequate only if R is an adequate path 
program. 
To be able to reverse the implication in Lemma 3.9 we have to require a stronger 
relationship between the histories of programs P-Q and Q. 
Lemma 3.10. Let PEI~ and QE~ be such that 
(1) VFS,,, = Pref(CVES,+,). 
(2) !f w@u then wla@ulQfor al/ w,u~CVFS,,,. 
Then (P-Q is adequate)+(Q is adequate). 
We first note that P3 and Q3 do not satisfy Lemma 3.10(2). Indeed, if we take 
w=AA and u=AAc then w103=(w,wo} and uIQ3={oc}. The role of Lemma 3.10(2) 
might be explained in the following way. Suppose that we are about to demonstrate 
that it is possible to execute an event c after a history t of program Q. Knowing that 
P+Q is an adequate program, perhaps the most natural way of demonstrating this 
would be to show that the following three-step procedure can be successfully carried 
out. 
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(1) Expand t to any history WECVFS,,, such that fewlo. 
(2) Find any WXGCVFS~,~ such that c is an event in X. 
(3) Contract wx to any ZEU(~ such that t is a prefix of z. 
Clearly, (1) and (2) can always be carried out (step (2) succeeds since P--+Q is adequate 
and VFS,,a = Pref(CVFS,,o)). The same may not be true of step (3) and we have 
just seen an example of such a situation. If, however, Lemma 3.10(2) holds then (3) 
always succeeds. 
Proof of Lemma 3.10. We observe that if IJiSnE~(Q<i))= {o) then the lemma trivially 
holds. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that there is r~,?u(Q,,,) such 
that r #w. Also, by the adequacy of P+Q and VFS,+ = Pref (CVFS,,,), VCycp #0. 
Let ~EVF.S~ and 9 be any event of Eu(P<,,). By VCyc,#@ there is w~CVFS,,~ 
such that &WlQ. Consequently, by the adequacy of P-Q and 
VFS P_Q=Pref(CVFSp,a) thereis u=wz~CVFS,,~ such that Eve-j~}~Eu(z)and 
z can be represented as 
z=t17ul~...t,,17u,~u,+1, where m> #,(t). 
Hence, by r~.h(Q~,,) and OEEU(P(,,) we have #w(x)am> #,(t) for all XEUI~. By 
wlQ<uIQ there is ueuln such that t+ u. By &- {o} G &I(Z) and #,(u)> #,(i) we 
have #I(t)< #i(u) for all AEEu~. This completes the proof. 0 
By joining Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10 we obtain the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.11. Let PEI~ and QEA satisfy the folloGng conditions: 
(1) VFS,,, = Pref(C VFS,,o). 
(2) Eu( VCyc,) = E+ 
(3) If w4u then wje+ula for all w,uGCVFS~,~. 
Then (P+Q is adequate)o(Q is adequate). 
The reciprocal theorem does not hold. To show this we consider the following path 
programs. 
P4=path ,4*,(&B) end 
path A*& end 
Q4 = path (w;o;a;b),(w;c),(w;d) end 
path (w;o;b;a),(o;c),d end 
We observe that neither Q4 nor P4+Q4 is an adequate program; hence, the 
insertion is an adequacy-preserving one. On the other hand, as one may easily check, 
none of the conditions in Theorem 3.11 is satisfied. 
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4. Universally smooth path programs 
The last result of the previous section provides us with a means of proving the 
adequacy preservation for a number of interesting insertions. In this section we use 
Theorem 3.11 to characterise the universally smooth path programs, i.e. those pro- 
grams P for which insertion is always adequacy preserving. 
We say that a path program P is smooth w.r.t. a nonempty set r of path programs, 
P~Smooth(T), if (Q is adequate)o(P+Q is adequate) for all QE~. The universally 
smooth programs are programs in Smooth(d). 
To justify the need for the conditions to be satisfied by universally smooth 
programs we analyse in more detail two examples of insertions which are not 
adequacy-preserving. 
P5=~Lc$2=path A;(A,B) end 
path .4;A end 
Qs =path w;u;b end 
path o;h end 
P5+Q5 =path (A;(A,B));a;h end 
path (A$)$ end 
Clearly, Qs is adequate whereas P, +Qs is not, e.g. x= ABu leads to a deadlock. We 
observe that the “projection” of such an x onto P5 results in the vector firing sequence 
u = AB such that (i) $1 completed one full cycle, ABECJX($J~ ); (ii) +2 did not complete 
the cycle it began, A#CJV(~~); and (iii) to complete the cycle in 42 it is necessary to 
execute event A requiring a participation of #1. In the case of our example (iii) cannot 
be accomplished and, thus, the cycle begun by 42 will never be completed. A univer- 
sally smooth path program has, therefore, to satisfy the following condition. For every 
history u it must be possible to complete cycles in all the paths without executing any 
event in those paths which have already completed their cycles. 
Ph = I)~IJ?~ = path A,(A;A) end 
path A end 
Qb = qIy2 = path (tu;~;h),(w;h;c;a) end 
path (w;w;u;c),(to;b;c;u) end 
P6+Q6=pafh ((A,(A;A));a;h),((A,(A;A));b;c;u) end 
path ((A);(A);a;~),((A);h;c;a) end 
Although P, satisfies the above requirement, the insertion P6+Q6 is not adequacy- 
preserving. For Q6 is adequate whereas P, +QB is not, e.g. AAa leads to a deadlock. 
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The reasons why we are getting into trouble this time might be explained in the 
following way. 
Having executed AAa one might say that I,/J~ completed one full cycle, AA~cyc(lC/,), 
which intuitively corresponds to the execution of w in qr, whereas $2 completed two 
full cycles, At~Cyc($~)Cyc($~), which corresponds to the execution of wo in uz. 
Therefore, AAa corresponds to the “execution” of vector [oa, ooa] in Q6 leading to 
a deadlock. Consequently, it must be the case that for every history of a universally 
smooth program the number of cycles performed by the paths constituting the 
program is the same for all the paths. 
Definition 4.1. Let IZO c ZI denote the set of all programs P such that 
(I) Eu(VCy+)=Ec,. 
(2) For every uePref( VCycp) there is UUE VCycp such that for all i<n, 
(3) For every WE VFSp and all i,j<n if p is a Pci,-decomposition of W(i and y is 
a P, j,-decomposition of MJ j then /J and 1’ have the same length. 
We now prove some of the properties of the programs of IT,,. 
Proposition 4.2. If PEI~~ then s$Cyc(Pci)) for all i<n. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Definition 4.1(3). 0 
Proposition 4.3. Let P~l7~, WGVFS,,-je}, und k> 1 he the common length of the 
decompositions of w 1:s. Also, let dj = (dil, . , dik) be any PC,,-decomposition of wli for 
ull id n, and hj= [dIj, . ., d,j] Jar j= 1, . . ,, k. 
(1) h=(h,, . . . . hk) is a P-decomposition of w. 
(2) dij# E for ~11 i and j. 
(3) $rst (d,j)= ... =first (dnj) for all j< k. ($rst(s) is the $rst symbol of a nonempty 
string s) 
(4) di is the unique P<i)-decomposition of wli for ~11 i. 
(5) h is the unique P-decomposition of w. 
(6) There is dE VCJJC~ such that d, < d and for all i < n 
Proof. (1) We observe that it suffices to show that hjc Veup* for all j< k. Suppose that 
f=hl...hj$Vevp * for some j< k- 1. Let u be a minimal prefix of w such that fli is 
a prefix of u Ii for all i < n. By the minimality of u u ll =fll for some 1. On the other hand, 
by f$ Veop*a there is m such that ul,,,=f Imu, where U#E is a prefix of d,cj+l,...dmk. 
Hence, u/~ has a P (,,-decomposition of length j, whereas u Im has a PC,)-decomposition 
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of a length greater than j, contradicting Definition 4.1(3). Thus, h,. . .hj~ VW,* for all 
j < k, which yields hj~ Vevp* for all j < k. 
(2) and (3) From Proposition 4.2 it follows that 1= [ ;1, . . . , I.] for every 1~ Evp such 
that IE VFSp. This, (1) and Proposition 4.2 give (2) and (3). 
(4) Suppose that (4) is not satisfied for i= 1. Without loss of generality, we assume 
that (fr, . . ..fk) is a PC1,- decompositionofwl, such thatf,=d,,,...,J;_l=d,(,_,,and 
fi#dll for some ldl<k-1. From (1) it follows that both u=dl and 
r=Cf;,d,,,d31, ..., &] belong to Vu,* and from (2, 3) it follows that jrst(j;+l)= 
first(d,,r+ 1) ) =first(d,(l+ 1j) = 1. (the di’s were arbitrary PCi,-decompositions of the 
Wli’s!). Hence, we derived a contradiction since 
(5) Follows from (4). 
(6) Follows from k,EPref( VCycp) and Definition 4.1(2). 0 
Corollary 4.4. Let PEII~, WE VFS, and E # u < w. 
(1) w has exactly one P-decomposition. 
(2) Each wli has exactly one Pci,-decomposition. 
(3) !f (d,, . , dk) is the P-decomposition of w then (d,, . . . , d[_ 1, d) is the decomposi- 
tion qf ufor some l<k and tz#d@d,. 
The next result is proved in the Appendix. 
Lemma 4.5. Let P~l7~ and QEA. 
(1) VFS p+e 5;’ Pref(CVFS,,Q). 
(2) !fw@u then wlo6ula ,for all w,u~CVFS~,~. 
As one might have expected, the universally smooth programs are rather a 
small subset of n, e.g. if w is a nonempty history of P then all the wli)s begin with 
the same event. Nevertheless, it is rather surprising that Smooth(A) coincides 
with the sets Smootk(A,,) and Smootk(AI) for two relatively small sets of programs 
A, and AI. 
Definition 4.6. (1) Let A0 be the set of all programs Q such that 
Q=path o;aI;a end 
path o;a,;a end 
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or Q is composed of $k, & and n - 2 copies of 5, where 
e=path w,a end 
$ 1 = path M(w;bM;c;(aa) end 
tik = path (~,a)~- ‘;b;((c~;b),a);c end (for k 3 2) 
4i = path a;c;(w,u) end 
& = path (co,u)~- ‘;a;~ end (for k32) 
(2) Let Ai be defined in the same way as do, with the following changes. 
t=path o end 
$ 1 = path b;((w;b),a);c;o end 
$k = path uk ‘;b;( (&),a);~ end (for k 3 2) 
#1 = path u;c;o end 
$bk = path UJk - ‘;U;C end (for k>2) 
Remark 
(a) If p is a regular expression and rn> 1 then p” stands for the regular expression 
(Pii . . ; p,), where p 1 = . . . = pm = ( p). 
(b) In the above definition a, b,c,ul, . . . . a, are all different events. 
Proposition 4.7. All programs of A,, and A, are adequate. 
Proof. 
VFSQ=Pref({wal...a,a}*), 
VFS,,=Pref({baco,bucu}*) and VFST,=Pref(({o,u}k-l{buc})*) 
(for ka2), 
VFSR, = Pref( {bum}*) and VFSR,=Pref(({w}k-‘{buc})*) 
(for k>2), 
where Q is the first program introduced in Definition 4.6(l), &=$&k<...<Edo and 
&=$k$k~...~Edi for k>l. 0 
We will now formulate and prove the main result of this paper which gives a full 
characterisation of the universally smooth path programs. 
Theorem 4.8. I7, = Smooth (A) = Smooth(AO) = Smooth(A 1), 
Proof. Let PESmooth(AO). We will show that PEI~~. Let Q be the first program 
introduced in Definition 4.6(l). By the adequacy of P-+Q (Proposition 4.7) there 
is w = UUE VFS,,, such that Eup= Eu(wl,). Clearly, WAKE VCycp* which yields 
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Definition 4.1( 1). Suppose wePref( VCycp). Then t = wuk,. . .~z~,E VFS,,,, where 
(k l,...,k,}=K={k: wl,~Cyc(P<~))}. By th e adequacy of P+Q (Proposition 4.7) 
there is tzaE VFS,,, such that #.(z)=O. We observe that (tz)jpE VCycp, w~(t& and 
~J~=((tz)[~)(~ for all kEK. Hence, Definition 4.1(2) holds. 
Suppose now that Definition 4.1(3) is not satisfied for some WE VFSp. Without loss 
of generality, we may assume that wJ1 has a PC,,-decomposition (d,, . . . ,&) and w(~ 
has a P (,,-decomposition of length m < k. 
Let Q=$k&[...5~d0. We observe that ~=[d,wl*, . . ..wI.,]EVFS~,,, where 
d=dl...dk_lbb if dk=E and d=d,...dkelbdk if dk#s (if k= 1 then d,...dk_l=~). We 
have #,(z)#O# #,(Y) for all ~l~za~f’~((f’-+Q)~~~) and xI~.YcEFS((P+Q)~~~). 
Hence, it is not possible to execute the events a and c after X; this contradicts the 
adequacy of P+Q. Thus, Definition 4.1(3) is satisfied. This completes the proof of 
Smootk(d,)~177,. 
In a very similar way we may show that Smootk(d,)z170. We then observe that 
fl, s Smooth(d) follows from Theorem 3.11, Lemma 4.5 and Definition 4.1( 1). Hence, 
we obtain Smootk(d O) E I7, c Smooth(d) and Smootk(d 1) E I7, E Smooth(d). This and 
Smootk(d,) 2 Smooth(d) E Smootk(d 1) yields the theorem. 0 
The form of o-conj%cts (i.e. conflicts involving o) being admitted by the programs of 
d, and d, is rather restrictive. Indeed, if QE~~ and xo,xfi~FS(Q~~,) then /3=0 or 
/3 = a. If QE~ I then o-conflict is specified by exactly one path of Q and it is the unique 
conflict specified by Q. Consequently, we may quite safely assert that for the majority 
of T’s containing programs which admit u-conflicts Smooth(T) = Smooth(d). A ques- 
tion should, therefore, be asked whether this will change if we assume that the 
programs of r exclude o-conflicts. 
Let &,f denote the set of all QE~ which are o-conjlict-free, i.e. if xw and xp belong 
to FS(Q,,,) then o=fi. It can be shown [S] that Smootk(d,,f)#Smootk(d). Further- 
more, we can try to provide a characterisation of Smootk(d,,f) in a similar style as we 
did for universally smooth programs. 
Definition 4.9. Let U1 cfl denote the set of all programs P such that 
(1) Eu( VCycp) = Eu,. 
(2) For every uEPref( VCycpk), k3 1, there is UUE VCycpk such that for all idn 
Uli~CyC(P~i,)k ~ Uli=&. 
(3) For every WE VFSp and all i,j<n, i #j, if p is a proper PC,,-decomposition of Wli 
and y is a proper P, j,-decomposition of w/j then p and ‘J have the same length. 
Definition 4.10. Let d, be the set of all programs Q such that for some k> 1 
Q =path ok;al;a end 
path wk;a,;a end 
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or there are k > m 2 0 such that Q is composed of tik, bkrn and n - 2 copies of <, where 
t=path o end 
$k = path ok;(b,(c;c));d;c end 
&, = path (a,(C;d));Wk;d;C end 
4km = path o”;(a,(c;d));~~-“‘;d;c end (for m > 0). 
Theorem 4.11. Smooth(d,,,)cSmooth(d,)cn,. 
Proof. Similar to the corresponding part in the proof of Theorem 4.8. 0 
We conjecture that both inclusions in Theorem 4.11 can be reversed. In any case, 
the programs in Smooth(d,,,) satisfy quite strong conditions, not very different from 
those characterising universally smooth path programs. 
5. Concluding remarks 
In [l l] and [4] the discussion focused on investigating various notions of connec- 
tedness defined for path programs. The first connectedness property says that it is not 
possible to partition the paths of path program into two sets employing disjoint sets of 
events. The second connectedness property is similar to the condition (3) in the 
formulation of Proposition 4.3. The third connectedness property assumes that each 
path in the inserted program P is of the form PCij = path a,ai end, where ai # Uj for i #j. 
As it was shown in [S], the connectedness criteria are often too weak to force the 
different paths of a program to perform the same number of cycles [a property 
captured by Definition 4.1(3) and 4.9(3)] which seems to be a crucial property for the 
whole problem of adequacy-preserving insertions. We believe that the future research 
in this area should concentrate on investigation of programs which can be smoothly 
inserted into syntactically definable classes of programs, and on generalisation of the 
results presented in the Section 3. 
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Appendix 
In this Appendix we prove Lemma 4.5. Before that we formulate two auxiliary 
lemmas; here P~17, and QE~. In what follows, if a string s is a prefix of a string t then 
we denote this by s < t. 
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Lemma A.1. Every WE VFS,,, can be represented as w = w,d, . wkdk wk + , , where 
(d,, . . . . dk) is the P-decomposition Of wlp and Eu(w, . ..wkfl)L EvQ. 
Remark. If k> 1 and dkli$CL(C(P<i>) then w k + 1 ii = E [follows from Proposition 3.4 and 
Proposition 4.3(4)]. 
Proof of Lemma A.l. If k=O then the lemma is trivially satisfied. Suppose k > 1. We 
show by induction that for I=O, .., k, w can be represented as w =u,d, . ..uIdIuI+ 1, 
where Ev(u 1.. .a) c Ec, and Ez:(u I+ 1)~ EL~,,~. For I=0 this is obviously true; so, we 
assume that this holds for 0 < 1 <k. 
Let hi=di+,li for all idn and A=jrst(h,) (by Proposition 4.3(2) h, #E). We can 
represent w as w=u,d,...uld~ul+,Iu, where #I(ul+lIr)=O. From #I(ul+,I,)=O, 
Proposition 4.3(3) and Eo(u,. .u,)s EaQ it follows that Ev(ul+,)~EvQ and 
hi< ((lU)l,)li for all i<n. 
Suppose that hi is not a prefix of (3.~) Ii. From i =,first(hi) and hi 4 ((Au) Ip) Ii it follows 
that (Au) Ii = Mu, where it is a proper prefix of hi and 0~ Er,. By Proposition 3.4 there 
is a P<i>-decomposition ( pl, . . . , ,/A~) of (wlp)li such that dll,...d~lil.t=~r,...~, for some 
s,<r. Clearly, since it is a proper nonempty prefix of h,=d,+ 1 Ii, we must have 
( pl, . . . . pr)#(dl /i, . . . . dkli), contradicting Proposition 4.3(4). Hence, hi4(Iu)li for all 
idn. This and d,+,EVev,,Q* yields d,, 1 <Iv. Thus, w can be represented as 
w=u,d,... uId~u,+ld,+lu~+z, where Eti(u,...u 1 + 1 ) c Eve. Consequently, w can be rep- 
resentedas~=w,d,...w,d~~~~+~.Furthermore,bywl,=d,...d~,E~~(w,...w,+,)~Ev~; 
this completes the proof. 0 
Lemma A.2. If WE VFS,,, is such that WI,, has a proper P-decomposition then 
WECVFS,,,. 
Proof. Let ,V =(d,, , dk) be the proper decomposition of wlp. By Lemma A.1 
and Corollary 4.4(l) w=wldl...wkdkWk+l, where Ev(wl...~k+l)~E~Q. Let 
u = w1 co.. . wk~wk + 1. Since /L is proper, in order to prove the lemma it suffices to prove 
that UE VFS,. Clearly, UE VecQ* and u~,EFS(Q,,,) for all i>n. Hence, we only need to 
show that u~~EFS(Q<~,) for all idn. 
Let i<n. By Proposition 3.4 wli=tlhl...t h t l l I+1 for some t=tlw...tlwtl+lEFS(Q~i,) 
and a Pci,-decomposition (h,, . . . . h,) of (~‘1~)~. Thus, by Corollary 4.4(2) I= k and 
(h 1, . . . , h,) =(d, Ii, . , dk Ii). Consequently, 
t,hl...tkhktk+l= “li=w,IiIz,...wkIih,w,+, Ii. 
By Proposition 4.2 and hk=dJiECyc(P<i)) tl=W,li,...,tk+l=wk+lli. Thus, 
uli= tEFS(Q<i,), which completes the proof. 0 
Proof of Lemma 4.5. (1) VFS,,, c_ Pref(C VFS,,,). 
Let WE VFS,,, and (d,, . . ..dk) be the decomposition of wlp. Ifk=O then by Lemma 
A.2 w ECVFS~,~. Suppose k 3 1. By Proposition 4.3(5) there is d,uE VCycp such that 
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for all i<n, if dkjiECyc(P(i)) then u~~=E. We now observe that, by Remark A.l, 
WUE VFS,,,. Clearly (d, , . . . , dk_ 1, dku) is the decomposition of (wu)lp. Hence, by 
Lemma A.2, WUECVFS,,~, which completes the proof of (1). 
(2) wlQ&uIQ for all w,uECVFS~,~ such that w=+u. 
Let (d,, . . . . dk) and (h,, . .., h ) be the decompositions of wlp and &, respectively. ,,,
Furthermore, let UEW~~ and &ulp. We will show that u+t. 
From Corollary 4.4( 1) and Definition 3.6 it follows that IV= ur dl.. .ukdkuk+ 1 and 
u-trh,... m m tht ,,,+r, where u=u~w...u~wu~+~ and t=tIw...t,wt,+,. 
Clearly, u Ii 4 tli for all i > n. Hence, to show that u < t, it suffices to prove that Uli < t(i 
for all idn. 
Let idn. By w~u,ullidlli...uklidkliUk+1li~tllihl(i...fmlihmlitm+1li. 
Suppose that k=O. By Proposition 4.3(2), hlli#E. Hence, ~l~=u~~~~t~l~~tl~. 
Suppose that kal. By Corollary 4.4(3), k<m and (d, ,..., dk)=(hl ,..., hk_l,h), 
where E # h-+ hk. Clearly, by Proposition 4.3(2), hl<#&. Moreover, again by Proposi- 
tion 4.3(2), hjli#s for j= 1, . . . . m. This and 
yields UlIi=flli,...,Ukli=tkIi and rk+rli~fk+rli. Hence, 
This completes the proof. 0 
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